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Kaisa Prosperity Holdings 
 
Property Management Services, One of the most 
interesting businesses in China 
 
Our View: We see in the Chinese Property Management Service the 
perfect environment for potential multi-baggers. Low valuations, high 
growth, high ROCEs, consolidating sector, many M&A’s, etc. 
 
Key Points & Catalysts: 
  
Low valuation ratios for a company with top tier assets and locations. The 
current market is not reflecting the high quality of Kaisa Prosperity (P/E x10) in 
comparison with its peers (x50). This report shows the misunderstanding of the 
market based on the management fees, exposure to third-party property 
developers and non-residential properties. 
 
The growing middle-class in China and proactive regulations from the PRC 
government. The sector has been growing at double digits helped by the growing 
middle-class in China over the last 10 years, expected to continue over the next 
decade. As well, the People’s Republic of China (PRC) government has helped the 
sector by requiring properties to be managed by a private company, motivating 
the business to grow. 
 

Very optimistic revenue and income plan for 2023. The company has announced 
their plan for 2023, which is reaching 7B¥ revenues and 1B¥ net income for the 
FY2023. This means an annual revenue growth of 55% and an annual 
compounding profit of 60% from FY2020 results. Valuating by a P/E ratio of x18, 
will give a price target of HK$145.38, 482% upside from current prices. 
 
Great cash position to finance M&As. In June 2020, the company raised capital 
by issuing shares at a price of HK$32.55 (9% of the existing ones) to finance 
M&A’s. Since then, the company has acquired 2 companies and has a very strong 
cash position of over 1BHK$. 
 
Kaisa Jiake App and Internet of Things. During the last years, the company has 
put more effort into their line of business called Smart Solutions which integrates 
the Internet of Things concept into the property management services. We think 
digitalization will increase rapidly the revenues of this line of business. Indeed, we 
see Kaisa two steps ahead of competitors. 
 
Rerating from Small Cap to Mid Cap. Kaisa Prosperity is under 500M€ of market 
cap. If the company continues growing its net income more institutions and 
investors could take a position in the company, thus a rerating from the market. 
 
Inflows coming back to Asia. In the last years, Asia Pacific has experienced 
relevant outflows from foreign investment due to the commercial war, China 
Hustle, Hong Kong protest, COVID-19, etc. We believe there is plenty of noise in 
the region. The investor should be patient and expect that the situation will come 
back to normal. In our opinion, Asia Pacific is the region with the highest growth 
potential in the next decade and this should be sooner or later reflected in the 
market. 
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Price target. We believe Kaisa Prosperity 
current price is very far away from its intrinsic 
value. We have no doubt that if the company 
continues achieving their business plan, the gap 
between their current price and intrinsic value 
will converge. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Note from the analyst: 
 

In this report, you will find a very detailed analysis of the property management services business. It summarizes much 
information from different sources and annual reports. To make the reading easier, the analysis of peers has been moved to 
the Appendix, but please do not underestimate that Section, which will put you in the current context of the sector. Please 
take a cup of coffee/tea and read it with special attention.  
 

Rodrigo Villanueva 
 

Property Management Services 
 

Introduction and segments 
 
As the name reflects it, the property management services companies manage a diverse portfolio including mid- to high-end 
residential properties, office buildings and commercial properties, and have been contracted to manage other types of properties 
such as theme parks, industrial parks, healthcare complexes, themed towns and schools, among others. 
 
Initially, it can sound a very cyclical business like the real estate. In contrast to property development, property management is 
an asset-light business and one which earns stable streams of recurring cash flow. The business is generally labour intensive as 
the appointed property manager must keep properties in safe and habitable conditions, providing, among other things, security, 
cleaning and maintenance services. Basic management fees (monthly average RMB 2.25/sqm, based on Citi Research Estimations) 
– collected from property owners and based on the gross floor area (GFA) managed – are the primary revenue source for most 
property managers. Such recurring income makes property management less sensitive to macro-economic trends or changes to 
monetary policy.1 
 

 
Figure 1 Workers from Property Management Service. Source: CWTC 

 
These companies offer different service to non-property (usually property developers) and property owners. The revenue is 
usually segmented into 3 different segments that are common between peers: 
 

• Property management services: The companies offer a wide range of property management services to property 

owners, residents and property developers, as well as tenants in non-residential properties under their management. 

 
1 From Article: “China’s property management industry: a major beneficiary from COVID-19” Eastpring Investments 

https://www.eastspring.com/insights/china-s-property-management-industry-a-major-beneficiary-from-covid-19
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Their services typically include butler services, security services, cleaning and greening services, and repair and 

maintenance services. 

 

• Value-added services to non-property owners (also called Pre-delivery and consulting services): They offer property 

developers full-cycle value-added services covering various stages of the property development and delivery process. 

This includes preliminary property management services, inspect and clean the properties before delivery, repair and 

maintenance of properties during the warranty period, help with the selling of parking and retail spaces. 

 

• Community value-added services to property owners: Includes community operation services, community asset 

management services and community living services to property owners. This segment is very similar to property 

management services but in this case, the customer is the entire community and not an individual. 

In some peers, they also have an additional segment usually called Smart solutions where they install hardware in the properties. 
The segment is an initial phase to develop the Internet of Things (IoT) and some peers have signed cooperation between 
technological companies like Huawei to deploy the digitalization of the properties. 
 
The size of the portfolio managed is measured by GFA, gross floor area, with its unit is in million square meters. 
 
There can be 3 different types of GFA: 
 

• GFA under management: Refers to the properties that are managed with property owners by a minimum of one to 

three years contract. The properties are already built and sold by the developer. The company is responsible for the 

management of the property. The customers are the owners (or a Property owner Association) that can decide to switch 

from a management service provider, see next Figure. 

 

• Reserved GFA: Refers to the properties that are still owned by the property developer and are in the process of building 

and/or selling. The customer is the developer. This GFA, if everything goes as expected, will be transformed to GFA under 

management when the property is delivered to the new owners and they are willing to continue with the same 

management services company. 

 

• GFA contracted: Which is the total GFA, the sum of the 2 previous GFAs. 

Let us give some light on how the business works. There are 2 revenue models for the payment of property management fees: 
 

• Lum sum basis: Fees recognized are fixed for a service. It is the most common model, usually more than 85% of the total 

revenue.  

 

• Commission basis: Fees recognized are a percentage of property management fees or cost of services recognized as 

revenue. 

The following diagram illustrates the major differences between managing properties: 
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Figure 2 Property management service diagram between players2 

 
Property developers typically engage property management service providers before newly developed properties are sold to 
property owners to ensure that property management services are available before the property owners’ associations are 
established and can contract with the property management service providers directly. 
 
A property management service contract typically has a fixed term ranging from three to five years. In the PCR, the fees that 
property management companies may charge in connection with property management services are regulated and supervised 
by relevant PRC authorities. Over the years, the business has been more liberalized by the authorities. 
 
Under PRC law, property developers are typically required to select property management service providers through a bidding 
process. In circumstances where there are no bidders or it is a small property, developers are permitted to select property 
management service providers without conducting any bidding process, always supervised by PRC authorities. 
 
Usually, the management service providers secure the public bids of the parent developer, due to their “reputation” and 
“satisfaction rate”. They also secure bids from third-party developers. In this case, they can secure the bid with a joint venture 
agreement (Like Ever Sunshine Lifestyle Services Group) or directly without any “preferential” agreement, which is the case in 
Kaisa Prosperity as we will see later. 
 
To conclude, the major customers for each revenue segment are summarized below. 
 

 
Figure 3 Customer per segment 

 
One question that I may think at this moment is: 
 

 
2 Our company in the diagram refers to the Property Management Service Company 
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• Why do not property owners hire their management service team themselves?  
 
Fixed cost like the office space rent could increase the management fee by 30% to 40% and it is difficult to recruit a 
qualified team. If this results in a sharp increase in management fee, the developers’ reputation may be tarnished, and 
sales of other projects affected. Thus, many developers team up with property management companies in setting the 
management fee at the most acceptable rate to avoid an unreasonable increase in the subsequent year. 

 
You can find a very interesting article on South China Morning Post about property management services. 
 

  

https://www.scmp.com/property/hong-kong-china/article/2129970/demand-property-management-services-rise-new-developers
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Sector Overview 
 

Introduction 
 
The history of the PRC property management industry dates back to the early 1980s with the establishment of the first property 
management company in Shenzhen, Guangdong province. Since then, the PRC Government has sought to construct and update 
a regulatory framework for the PRC property management industry in parallel with its growth. The PRC Government promulgated 
an increasing number of regulations over the years, intending to establish an open market system for the property management 
industry that served to promote its rapid growth and standardized operation. 
 
With the adoption of advanced technologies, such as cloud application, e-commerce, Internet of Things, big data and artificial 
intelligence, property management companies are gradually replacing manual labour with smart business operations 
management systems. The PRC Government has also promulgated a series of favourable policies supporting the development 
and modernization of the property management industry. In addition, property management companies have gained wider 
access to the capital market for equity and/or debt financing in recent years, following listings of property management 
companies. 
 
The sector is still very fragmented, in 2017 there were more than 1,000 property management service companies. Lately, the 
sector has experienced many M&As, mostly due to the several IPOs in the recent years that have provided companies to raise 
capital and finance M&A. 
 
There is a very interesting paragraph in A-LIVING Smart City Service (HK: 3319) 2020 annual report: 
 

“2020 also marked the peak of the industry’s capitalization with property management companies 
proactively embracing capital market. During the Year, a total of 18 property management companies 

were listed, and the total market capitalization of the Hong Kong-listed property management companies 
exceeded HK$700 billion. Backed by capital, the industry witnessed a surge in consolidation and cross-

sector cooperation. The property management industry was moving fast while breaking through its 
business boundaries in all aspects. The development of the industry can be described as changing with 
each passing day. While growing in scale, the leading companies actively extended the industrial chain 
layout to secure new growth drivers and create differentiated advantages. The market for merger and 

acquisition (“M&A”) activities in property management industry is unprecedentedly active and the industry 
players are heading toward intelligent and technological transformation.” 

 
The top-100 companies in the sector have experienced very quick growth during the last years (17.8% CAGR) and this is expected 
to continue for the following years. We have also noticed that the top-20 are even growing faster (+40% CAGR) and the aggregate 
market share of the top 10 Property Management companies increased from 7.6% in 2015 to 9.2% in 2019, showing higher 
growth compared to the national industry. 

 
Figure 4 Average Revenue of the Top 100 PM Companies 2015-2024E, source: CIA 
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Growth drivers of PRC Property Management Industry 
 
We have identified the following growth drivers in the industry: 
 

• Growth in Urbanization Rate and Per Capita Disposable Income Driving Growth in Demands for Quality Property 

Management Services: The urbanization rate in China increased from 33.4% as of December 31, 1998 to 60.6% as of 

December 31, 2019. We expected that, with higher available income, consumers in China will be willing to pay a premium 

for quality services. The growth of the Chinese middle-class is and will continue helping the growth in Urbanization Rate, 

which is still low. If you want to go deeper into China’s middle-class consumption I will recommend you to read this 

article highlighting that Chinese consumption is still very low. 

 
Figure 5 Percentage of urban households in China, source: TheEconomist 

 

• Favourable Policies for the Property Management Industry: In June 2003, the PRC Government promulgated the 

Regulations on Property Management (《物業管理條例》), establishing a regulatory framework for the property 

management industry in China. Since then, several laws and rules have come into effect regulating various aspects of 

the property management industry and numerous policies enacted to promote its development community Living 

Services (《關於養 老、托育、家政等社區家庭服務業稅費優惠政策的公告》). Furthermore, various provincial and 

municipal governments have issued their laws and regulations. We expect that these laws, regulations and policies will 

continue to fuel the growth of the PRC property management industry in China. The favourable policies also encourage 

the development of smart communities. In May 2014, the Ministry of Housing and Urban-rural Development issued 

Guidance on Smart Community Construction (Trial) (《智慧社區建設指南(試行)》), which recommended the 

modernization of community management by integrating modern technologies, public resources and commercial 

services into the management process. 

In the past, the regulation set price controls and long-term service contracts that prevented from raising management 

fees whereas the labour cost was rising. At that time, the business was not lucrative. 

 

But this changed in 2015, the PRC government remove this price control. “This relaxation of price controls, the increasing 

willingness of Chinese households to pay for better living standards, plus the sheer scale of space needing management, 

are strong drivers for the property management sector”, says Nathan Yu, Portfolio Manager at Eastpring Investments 

Singapore. 

 

We see great support not only from the PRC government but also from the locals. In Shenzhen and Hangzhou, local 

governments announced they will provide a subsidy of ¥0.5/sq.m. for two months to property managers, in recognition 

of their work and the related costs incurred in helping manage the fallout from the COVID-19 outbreak. 

 

 

https://medium.com/@yingziyuan/chinas-middle-class-consumption-c0d58de10c8d
https://medium.com/@yingziyuan/chinas-middle-class-consumption-c0d58de10c8d
https://www.eastspring.com/insights/china-s-property-management-industry-a-major-beneficiary-from-covid-19
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There is one very interesting paragraph from A-LIVING Smart City Services latest annual report about regulation: 
 

“In January 2021, ten government departments including the Ministry of Housing and UrbanRural 
Development (MoHURD) jointly issued the “Notice on Strengthening and Improving Residential Property 

Management” (the “Notice”), which fully recognizes the contribution of property management companies 
to governance at the primary level and shows the government’s support for the long-term and quality 

growth of the industry, bringing a significant favorable policy to large-scale property management 
companies. The Notice optimizes the governance structure of the property owners’ committee, regulates 
the use of funds and strives to improve the level of property services. It also supports the formulation of a 

market-oriented pricing mechanism with service fees consistent with service quality and the establishment 
of an industry credit management system. The Notice shows support for the acquisition and integration of 

property management companies, fueling a “survival of the fittest” contest in the industry.” 

 

• New Opportunities in Property Management Services: Due to the quarantine restrictions, property management 

companies were encouraged to accelerate the development of mobile applications, internet platforms and smart 

community technologies to provide online products and services to their residents. The value-added services are gaining 

more and more magnitude in the sector, as we can see in the following graph.  

 
Figure 6 Revenue segmentation, source: CIA 

 
The community value-added services are expected to increase over other management services. Studies from Citi 
Research estimates that the community services will reach 800B¥ of the market size in 2030, from the 33B¥ in 2018. This 
is 33% CAGR in Community VAS whereas the sector will grow at a 7.4% CAGR. 
 

 
Figure 7. Total addressable market (TAM) size. Source: Citi Research 
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Internet of Things & Smart Technologies 
 
What is the Internet of Things (IoT) concept? The internet of things, or IoT, is a system of interrelated computing devices, 
mechanical and digital machines, objects, animals or people that are provided with unique identifiers (UIDs) and the ability to 
transfer data over a network without requiring human-to-human or human-to-computer interaction. 
 
In our opinion, this concept can be integrated into residential households and digitalize/optimize the way the tenants live. 
 

 
Figure 8 Example of Internet of Things 

 
The placement of the companies and regulation from the PCR are creating the perfect environment to develop the so-called 
concept Internet of Things (IoT). Currently, China is leading the innovation technology and is capable to develop this concept in 
properties. In recent years, we have noticed many agreements between the management services companies and technology 
companies as Huawei. We believe sooner or later this concept will be firstly developed in China and we see the management 
services companies in the perfect spot to develop an IoT business model that will increase their income and reduce costs. 
 
To conclude, some of the companies are signing agreements with JD Alliance for the last meter delivery of the e-commerce as 
well as the security of the lockers in residential properties. 
 
Apart from IoT, several smart technologies could help the property management quality service and reduce their service cost. 
Some examples are shown in the following figure. 
 
 

 
Figure 9 Smart Technologies to improve property management quality. Source: CITI Research 
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Asia Pacific, not trendy 
 
During the last 5 years, with the commercial war, China Hustle, Hong Kong protest, COVID-19, the huge foreign outflows from 
companies traded in Hong Kong exchange has left many companies at very low valuations, especially the small caps. 
 
Many fund managers do not consider Asia as a place to invest, due to trust issues and lack of knowledge and closeness to the 
Region. 

 

 
Figure 10 Foreign Investments in Asian Equities. Source: Reuters 

 
COVID-19 has also left some Asiatic small caps forgotten by the market during the last months. As we see in the following Figure 
from Bloomberg. 
 

 
Figure 11 Lag between Asia small-caps and big-caps. Source: Bloomberg 

 
 
 

  

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-11-21/asian-small-caps-late-to-the-rotation-party-start-winning-fans
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KAISA PROSPERITY HOLDINGS LTD (HK: 2168) 
 

Introduction 

 
 

Kaisa Prosperity Holdings Limited went public in December 2018 at HK$10.88 per share, a spin-off from Kaisa Group, an important 
real estate developer in China. Its previous name was Kaisa Properties but they decided to rename it. 
 

 
Figure 12 Kaisa Prosperity share price performance since IPO. Source: Koyfin 

 
The IPO investment has given a 163% return, 48.7% CAGR. The company has also paid HK$0.18, HK$0.52 and HK$0.69 for the 
FY2018, FY2019 and FY2020 respectively. 
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Figure 13 Kaisa Prosperity historical results. Source: TIKR 

 
 

Stream of Revenues 
The company’s revenues are divided in: 
 

• Property Management Services: The Group provide a wide range of property management services, covering residential 

communities and non-residential properties. 

 

• Pre-delivery and consulting Services3: This segment refers to any sales-related assistance and services provided to the 

property developers at the pre-delivery stage of a sale of a property. Property consulting services include advising 

property developers on project planning, design management and construction management. 

 

• Community value-added Services: Includes car parking, space leasing and value-added services through both offline and 

online channels. In 2014, the company adopted “Community Butler” mobile app developed by Qijia Technology as an 

online gateway to a variety of their community products and services. In March 2018, Kaisa Prosperity further launched 

their K Life mobile app to consolidate previous platforms and to offer an upgraded one-stop service, which has covered 

all of the residential communities under their management with approximately 0.6 million registered users in 2018. 

 

• Smart solution Services: To build a smart home and smart community, Kaisa Prosperity provide smart solution services, 

including automation and other hardware equipment installation services, to property developers and property 

management companies in different aspects. 

 

Property Management Services 
 
The company’s contracted GFA is around 77.3 million sq.m., where 57.5 million sq.m. are under management which includes 435 
properties managed. 

 
3 In other peers, the pre-delivery and consulting services segment are usually called value-added services to non-property owners. 
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Table 1. Kaisa's Prosperity Type of GFA, FY2020 Results 

 
 
The company is mostly focused on top tier cities and assets, with a high presence in the Yangtze River Delta and the Bay Area. 

 
Figure 14 GFA under management per Area. Source: Investor Presentation 2020 

 
We will see later that the parent company is focused on the Greater Bay Area and, most probably, the future growth for Kaisa 
Prosperity will come from this region which is growing very fast in recent years. 

 
Figure 15 Kaisa's Prosperity presence in Chinese cities 

 
As previously explained. The reserved GFA will normally get converted to contracted GFA. In the following table, the termination 
GFA under managed in Kaisa Prosperity is around 2.7%. 
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Table 2 GFA flow during 2020 

 
The non-residential properties are considered premium over the residential ones. The revenue per sq.m. is higher due to the 
higher quality services that the company should provide but also higher management fees. 
 

Table 3 Residential and Non-residential properties 

 
 

Based on the previous Table, we can estimate that the annual Revenue per sq.m. would be around ¥ 8.78/sq.m. for residential 
properties and ¥ 28.06/sq.m. for non-residential properties. 
 
A very positive aspect about Kaisa Prosperity is that the company has become less and less dependable on the parent developer, 
Kaisa Group. The Revenue coming from properties developed by the parent has decreased from 60% to 52% in one year. As we 
will see later, most of the peers are much more dependable than Kaisa Prosperity. 
 

Table 4 Exposure to third-party developers 

 
 

Reasons for Spinoff  
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The company in the IPO prospectus gave the following reasons: 
 

• Realizing the fair value of the investment in the company. 

• Establish own identity and reputation from the Group. 

• Providing a better position to negotiate and solicit more financing. 

Our opinion: 
 
We think the spinoff from the developer parent was and has been the right decision. We see 3 main reasons that are also valid 
for the rest of the peers: 
 

• Chinese developers have been in the spotlight for many years and voices say there is a huge bubble in China’s real estate. 

As well, developers have been taken more and more debt until the Chinese government set a limit to them.  

Consequently, developers’ stocks price has been trading with very low valuation ratios, disabling them to access to debt. 

 

• The service management business is growing at double digits and it is a very immature and fractionated business with 

many M&As. The spin-offs would provide these companies to raise capital directly from the market and to grow faster 

than the ones remaining in the parent. 

 

• The access to debt in China is very regulated and restricted, leaving fewer options to financing M&A other than raising 

capital by issuing shares. We have noticed that the debt market in China always trades at high yields over the 8%, 

whereas issuing shares is usually at P/E ratios higher than x20 (5% E/P ratio). 

Over the years, Kaisa’s Prosperity revenue has been increasing annually by around a 30%. The Property Management Services 
segment has been increasing its share over other segments. The Pre-delivery and consulting services segment is decreasing in 
percentage, most probably due to the recent M&A’s of the company as well as the important role of managing third party assets.  
 

 
Figure 16 Kaisa's Prosperity revenue distribution.  
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Figure 17 Kaisa's Prosperity revenue distribution. 

 
Smart solutions are gaining more and more relevance. This segment is more developed than most of the peers and it is an 
important stream for future revenues. 
 

 
Figure 18. Gross margin per revenue segment 

 
Although the community value-added segment has reduced its share the company has been able to improve its margins. On the 
other hand, the property management services gross margin has declined to a 26.6%. 
 
The total gross margin of the company remains stable at 30%. So, the core business is lowering margins, most probably due to 
higher competition in the market but the non-core services margins are increasing.  
 
In our opinion, this trend will continue. We think the gross margins of the Property Management Services could decrease to 20% 
whereas the Smart Solution and the Community value-added services can improve their margins even further. As we understand 
the business, Property Management Services is just the open door to many other services, especially in residential properties. 
The companies might be willing to lose some points on the PM Services to get access to potential customers for Smart Solutions 
and Community value-added segments. Despite obvious differences, as selling a car/printer with lower margins, just to get access 
to other parts of the business as replacement parts or maintenance. 
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Smart Solution Services 
 

Kaisa Jiake 
 

 
 

The Smart solution services are provided by Kaisa Jiake, a subsidiary of Kaisa Prosperity. Kaisa Jiake was established in 2013, it 
positions itself as an “intelligent city overall solution services provider”, deeply ploughs intelligent home, intelligent community 
and intelligent city, engages in offering B and C-end clients with complete intelligent solution services, empowers urban 
development with scientific technologies and contributes to intelligent city construction in China.  
 
2020 was an important year for Jiake Intelligent’s business expansion and product upgrade. Driven by policies and catalyzed by 
the pandemic, the Group realized the establishment of a standardized service system from “design” to “operation and 
maintenance”, independently developed smart home products, created its brand, and opened up sales markets. 
 
 

Important milestones during 2020 
 

• In February 2020, Jiake Intelligent successfully entered into low voltage electrical intelligence engineering work for 
the Huawei Bantian A2 Project in Shenzhen City, marking that the comprehensive strengths of the Group’s intelligence 
have been widely recognized by the market. Such collaboration with Huawei signified that the comprehensive strength 
of Jiake Intelligent has advanced to a new level, laying sound credibility and reputation for its business undertaking 
capacity in the future. 

 

• In May, it successfully won bidding in respect of Liuzhou Vincent Five-star International Hotel in Guangxi. The successful 
completion of such a project was another breakthrough in the field of a smart hotel. 

 

• In July, it successfully expanded the combination of intelligent design and sound and light equipment to create 
Guangzhou Baiyun City Plaza. 

 

• In October 2020, Jiake Intelligent and Beijing Rongxin Zhihe Investment Group* (北京 融信智合投資集團) reached a 

strategic cooperation agreement and formally established a joint venture to jointly develop the intelligent market in 
North China. 

 

• In November of the same year, Jiake Intelligent successfully entered into the intelligent construction project of Foresea 
Life Insurance Nanning Hospital. 

 
Although this line of revenue represents 10.3% of the gross revenue, we think there is huge growth potential. The Internet of 
Things concept, part of the Smart Solutions Services, maybe develops faster after 5G technology advances. 
 
Kaisa Jiake realized a breakthrough in the business portfolio, and following the intelligent public transport hub project, it 
successfully signed contracts for high-tech intelligent office area, intelligent hotel, intelligent hospital, etc. 
 

Digitalization of the Value-Added Services: K Life mobile App 
 
For the community value-added services, the company centralizes their services through a mobile app called K Life. Previously, 
the Kaisa Prosperity services and segments used different Apps and tools and now all have been centralized in K Life. 
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Important Events 
 

• On 31 October 2019, Kaisa Prosperity acquired 51% equity interest in Jiangsu Hengyuan Property Management Company 
Limited, paying ¥34.2M (P/E x12). With this acquisition, the company expanded their business in the Yangtze River Delta. 

 

• In June 2020, the company raised capital for HK$32.55 (P/E x18 at that time), collecting HK$451M. The subscription 
shares represented 9.09% of the issued share capital of the company. 

 

• A week after, they announced the acquisition of 60% Equity interest in Ningbo Langtong Property Service. The 
company paid ¥ 27M. 

 

• December 2020, the company acquires 60% Equity Interest in Zhenjiang Ruiyuan Property Management for ¥108M 
(P/E x15). 40% of their portfolio was non-residential. 

 

• By the end of 2020 and beginning of 2021, the parent, Kaisa Group (HK: 1638), acquired 741,250 shares of Kaisa 
Prosperity at an average price of HK$18.72 per share. The parent owns to date 67.71% of Kaisa Prosperity. 
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Kaisa Group, the parent company 
 

 
Figure 19 Kaisa Group building under construction. Source: aastocks.com 

 
The parent company, Kaisa Group, is becoming more and more popular in China and competing with the big fishes in the sector 
as Evergrande. The developer is well known for building high-quality skylines in premium zones and premium cities, most of them 
in the Pearl River Delta, as Shenzhen. 
 

 
Figure 20 Kaisa Group financial results. Source: Tikr 

 
Kaisa Group has been growing at double digits in the last decade and becoming an important player in real estate, building a good 
reputation in the sector, in contrast with peers as Evergrande. 
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Figure 21 Kaisa Group assets under construction in Shenzhen 

 
As we can see below, Kaisa’s developer is mostly focused on the Greater Bay Area and especially on Shenzhen. 

 
Figure 22 Kaisa Group Sales for FY2020 

 
In recent years, China’s government has been pushing real estate developers to reduce debt. The government limits the issue of 
new debt and has set debt ratio limitations to developers. Therefore, developers, as Kaisa Group, have reduced considerably their 
debt by repurchasing their Bonds and issuing shares (although share price trades at a huge discount). To date, the company meets 
2 out of the 3 requirements of debt and they will meet the 3 of them by the end of the year.  
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Figure 23 Kaisa Group Debt requirements 

 
For this reason, the developers decided to spinoff the property management services from the developer business. 
In this article, we will not want to dig too much inside China’s real estate market and the reasons, or not, for calling it a bubble. 
We would just focus on the effects that could pop up in the property service management company and not the developer. 
 
In our opinion, if a bubble explodes, the developers may struggle with their leverage and, in the worst case, may have solvency 
problems. But the management subsidiary would be minimally affected especially if it is exposed to high-quality assets and 
premium zones that would be occupied in any scenario. As well, the exposure to non-residential properties (hospitals, offices, 
stadiums, schools, etc.) will also mitigate the exposure to a real estate bubble. 
 
Kaisa Group is also expanding their business with a new line, called Urban Renewal. The line is focused on the resettlement of 
villages, obsolete factories, obsolete commercial developments and old towns. You can find more information in one of the videos 
the company has uploaded on Youtube. 
 

 
Figure 24 Types of urban renewal promoted by Kaisa Group 

 
If we go through the parent sales, Kaisa Group is performing better than last year, getting more and more contracted sales, 
especially in Shenzhen, in our opinion the city with the highest potential. The contracted sales are very important for the Kaisa 
Prosperity because these assets will first be managed as Reserved GFA and most probably after the sale of the asset, the property 
will become part of Kaisa’s Prosperity GFA under management. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=49c2M9eYn60
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Figure 25 2021 Monthly Contracted Sales from Kaisa Group versus 2020 and 2019 

 
As we can see in the figure, the company is beating last year sales. The first 4 months of 2020 were very hit by the COVID-19. If 
we compare 2021 sales with 2019 sales they are also beating 2019 results. 
 
These are future revenues delayed for Kaisa Prosperity from the parent company. 
 
Recently, Bloomberg talked about Kaisa Group and the Kwok family, and their recent expansion to Hong Kong, you can watch the 
video here. 
 
 

Future Growth of Kaisa Prosperity 
 
There are 3 ways for growth:  

• By managing more assets from the parent developer.  

• By managing more assets directly from third-party developers. 

• By winning a management bid4(part of the third-party group).  

In the analysis section, we will explain how we calculate future growth for the different peers, taking into account GFA Reserved 
and third-party developers.  
 
A very important part of Kaisa’s Prosperity growth comes from winning bids. This type of growth reflects the real quality of the 
company, expertise, and competitiveness which is very uncommon in the business. 
 
In one of the latest news only released in Chinese, the company set their revenue and income targets. The translation is pasted 
below: 
 

 
4 There are also non-core services but usually, they also go by bids. 

https://www.kaisagroup.com/en/Investor/communication.aspx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JkDbTqH9cLo
http://www.jzywy.com/News/inner.aspx?id=10001132&pid=1000003
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“However, the three-year scale target mentioned above still poses a new acceleration challenge for Kaisa-
Excluding the 11 million square meters that will be consolidated, the two are compared. In 2021, Kaisa's 

beautiful scale growth rate under management will be at least To reach 54.8%.” 

 

“Everything is preparing for Kaisa's performance guidance for the next three years. According to Kaisa’s 
beautiful plan, as of 2023, the annual target income must reach 7 billion yuan, with a compound annual 
growth rate of not less than 55%; the target net profit is not less than 1 billion yuan, and the compound 

growth rate of net profit is not less than 60%.” 

 
So, for FY2021 they are expecting a growth of GFA under management of 54.8%. The company also set 3-year guidance stating 
that for 2023 they would reach 7B¥ revenues, which is an annual growth of 55% and a net profit over 1B¥, an annual compounding 
of 60%. 
 
Based on the available information, the company is executing the plan for FY2021, as we can see below from their latest 
newsletter (April 2021), winning bids, and new non-residential properties. 
 

 
Figure 26 Extract of New projects signed. Source: Kaisa Prosperity April 2021 Newsletter 

 
The company also expects to grow the portfolio of stadiums and sports centres under management. By 2020, they manage 13 
stadiums, and they are planning to reach 27 by the end of 2022. Very high-quality assets. 
 

Management 
 
The most important directors are listed below: 
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• Liao Chuanqiang, aged 41. Executive Director and Chairman of the Company. Mr Liao has about 19 years of management 

experience in property management. He makes the decisions of the Group. Mr Liao joined the Group in October 2013 and 

has served in various positions in the Group, including the chairman, president, standing vice president and assistant to the 

general manager of the Group. Mr Liao has 4M share options. 

 

• Kwok Hiu Tin, aged 26. Executive Director and the vice Chairwoman of the Company. She has been the general manager of 

the Administration and Human Resources Department of Kaisa Holdings since June 2020. Ms Kowk is the daughter of Mr. 

Kowk Ying Shing, the Chairman and executive Director of Kaisa Group, which is the controlling shareholder of the Company. 

Her father owns 25.29% of the parent company, Kaisa Group which owns 67.33% of Kaisa Prosperity. Therefore, indirectly, 

the Kwok family owns 17.03% of the company. 

 

• Li Haiming, aged 46. executive Director of the Company. He is the Co-president of Kaisa Group. He has been appointed as 

the executive Director of Kaisa Group with effect from 6 April 2020. 

Although the Chairman of the company does not own a great portion of Kaisa Prosperity shares, the company is controlled by 
the parent company and, therefore, by the Kwok family which has elected Liao Chuanqiang as Chairman for a reason. Mr. 
Chuanqiang has previously worked for the parent company. Kaisa Prosperity is currently 10% of the parent’s value. 
 
So far, the capital allocation from the management has been quite good. They made a very smart movement by issuing shares at 
high multiples and acquiring companies at lower multiples. We believe that if the share price reaches high multiples, the company 
will be again motivated to issue capital and continue their M&A strategy. 
 

Dividend policy 
 
The company does not have a dividend policy in place, but in the IPO prospectus, they stated their intention to pay at least 25% 
of their distributable profit during the year which has been distributed in the last 3 years. 
 

Working Capital 
 
One important aspect of these companies and business is that the Working Capital (WC) is negative. The WC helps with the 
necessary capital to finance their organic growth and new projects. Therefore, we can see companies with high growth without 
raising capital. Additionally, the return on capital employed (ROCE) is extraordinarily high (>30%). 
 

 
Figure 27 Kaisa Prosperity ROCE 

 
Previous to IPO, the subsidiary was working with positive working capital (WC), receiving the payments after paying to payees. 
But since IPO, they change the Working Capital which works as follows: 
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• Account Receivables: The Group normally allows an average credit period ranged from 15 days to 90 days to its 
customers. 

• Account Payables: The outstanding balances were trading in nature and credit periods ranging from 30-180 days were 
granted. 

 
In normal conditions, the WC should be negative. In the Financial Year 2020, the account payables have increased further than 
the trade receivables. We believe that due to COVID-19 the company is helping customers (developers) with their liquidity. 
 

 
Figure 28 Account Receivables and Payables and as % of Revenues 

 
We can see that the Percentage of Working Capital Per Total Revenues has been increasing during the last 3 years.  
 
We have divided the Revenues and Working Capital between Related Parties and Third Parties. We have noticed that the Working 
Capital Cycle is slightly negative for 2019 and 2020 (-2%) for Third Parties and very positive for Related Parties (+31% in 2020 and 
+19% in 2019). 
 

 
Figure 29 Trade Receivables and Payables divided by Related and Third Parties 
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Kaisa Prosperity is closing the Working Capital Cycle later with Kaisa Group. We think this will be non-recurrent and will tend to 
have Negative Working Capital, around 6%-10% of the Total Revenues for the year.  
 
With a Negative Working Capital, organic growth is practically unlimited to investment capital requirements, since you get paid 
before paying the cost of the service. This is how companies in the business are increasing revenues over 50% YoY without any 
dilution or requiring debt. 
 

Communication with shareholders 
 
Our firm has been in active contact with Kaisa’s Investor Relations. Privately there are open to international investors and reply 
to our questions. On the other hand, the communication channels can be improved: 
 

• Some data is only delivered in mandarin and not in English. For example, the 2023 Revenue-Income targets.  

• As well, the website goes slow and sometimes crashes at least in Europe and makes it difficult to download files. 

• We have not been able to find the monthly newsletters that the company provides by email. 

• We have received the Annual Results Presentation from 2020 by email, which cannot be found on the website. 
 
We, as activist investors, have exposed our feedback and advice to the company from the European investor point of view, and 
we hope the company improves their communication with English speakers. 
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COMPARISON BETWEEN PEERS 
 
Please find in the APPENDIX the Section “INTRODUCTION TO PEERS” a detailed introduction to the main peers. We have excluded 
the section from the main report because it added much information (useful for creating the context of the sector) and made the 
reading too tough. 
 
We will start with the revenue distribution per peer. We see 2 types of revenue growth strategy in the peers. The big companies 
are focused on expanding their PM Services, rather than the value-added services. 
 
the PM Services are the door to expand further revenues from other streams. Some of the companies have prioritized GFA growth 
in the short term and some others revenue diversification. 
 
Colour Life Services Group does not have a segment for Non-Community value-added services, and it is mostly exposed to PM 
Services. 
 

 
Figure 30 Revenue Segment per peer 

 
There is a very interesting report of AMTD Group where they divided the peers between Pure Property Management Companies 
and Value-added Service Based Companies. See below. 

https://www.amtdgroup.com/sites/default/files/20200803_CCNewLife.pdf
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Figure 31 Non-Property service as % of Revenue between peers 

 
Currently, the market is assigning higher multiples to the Pure Property Management companies than the value-added. As well, 
the biggest companies are mostly from PM Services and the small caps focused on add-value services. The main reasons to explain 
this valuation gap could be the gaining of scale to reduce fixed costs and a consolidating sector where maybe it is wiser to grow 
rapidly in GFA managed and when the sector gets consolidated then focused on the value-added revenues. 
 
But, in our opinion, the gain of scale is not as important as we may think. The gain of scale is important within a city, reducing 
cost. But, in a peer that is scaling their business by adding new cities to their business, where is the scale?  
 
As well, we think it would be interesting to get exposed to the top tier peers, but not by paying x60 P/E multiples when we see a 
fragmented sector in 10-20 years. The same fragmentation as in the property development sector. 
 
Interesting the castle that CC New Life is building in the province of Henan and its surroundings. The company is mostly focused 
on few provinces and this could bring location-scale. Although they are focused on tier 2 and 3 cities, most of them are from the 
same Province and can bring some scale to the company versus competitors. 
 
If we go through the number of cities in which each peer is present, we see that Colour Life is very expanded compared to their 
PM revenues. On the other hand, A-LIVING, Zhenro and Kaisa Prosperity are present in very few cities.  
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Figure 32 PM Services Revenues by Number of Cities 

 
 
More specific, let’s compare sq.m. contracted and PM Revenues, we see that the bigger companies (Evergrande, A-LIVING, 
Country and Ever Sunshine) lead this ratio. Kaisa Prosperity is the only small peer that can follow the big fishes due to the quality 
assets and their exposure to non-residential properties. As we highlighted before, the non-residential properties have higher 
Revenues per sq.m. (around 3 times higher). 
 

 
Figure 33 PM Services Revenue per sq.m. contracted 
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Figure 34 Revenue per sq.m. 

 
Some companies do not disclose their exposure to residential and non-residential properties. Below you will find the data 
available from the annual reports: 
 

 
Figure 35 Non-Residential exposure per peer 

 
As we can see, A-LIVING has the highest exposure to non-residential as well as higher revenue per sq.m. whereas Evergrande is 
mostly exposed to residential, although Evergrande’s Revenue per sq.m. is surprisingly high. 
 
Moreover, if we go again through margins, Evergrande beats the peers. They are highly exposed to residential properties, but 
they can collect higher revenues per sq.m. than peers and obtain higher margins. In the second place, we have Country Garden 
Services, far from Evergrande margins. Both companies are the biggest in market cap, showing that, most probably, size matters 
in margins. 
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Figure 36 Gross and Operating margin per peer 

 
The following graph shows the gross margin per peer and segment. 
 

 
Figure 37 Gross margin per revenue segment 

 
The average gross margin of the peers is around 33%. The average gross margin for PM Services is 26.1%, for Community Value-
Added 54.5% and Value-Added to Non-Property Owners 36.7%.  
 
As we noted previously, the PM Services are the gate for further services. PM Services are less similar between peers and there 
is more deviation from the average in both value-added segments. 
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Another important key point to look at is their exposure to third-party developers. We believe that the exposure is positive and 
gives further growth diversification. As well, third party expansion means that the company is winning bids over other peers for 
property management services and that other developers or owners are willing to sign joint ventures with them. 
 
Below you can see that Ever Sunshine is the peer with the higher exposure to third-party developers. Some peers do not disclose 
this information. 
 
Evergrande is highly exposed to the parent developer and this could explain the higher margins and management fees compared 
to peers. This is something that in the long run will be difficult to maintain when price competition may rise after sector 
consolidation. 
 

 
Figure 38 Third-Party properties managed 

 
One of the main key points of the investment thesis in the sector is the future growth we can expect. As we showed previously, 
the sector is growing at double digits. 
 
Below, we have summarized the most important valuation ratios. Special mention to Zhenro and Kaisa Prosperity, both with more 
than 20% of market cap in net cash available for M&A’s. 
 
The entire report is based on the stock prices closed on the 7th of May 2021. You can see them below. 
 

Table 5 Stock prices on the 7th of May 

Peers Price on 7th May 

Evergrande Property Services Group Ltd (XHKG:6666)  HK$13.42  

A-LIVING SMART CITY SERVICES CO., LTD. (XHKG:3319)  HK$35.00  

Colour Life Services Group Co., Limited (XHKG:1778)  HK$3.30  

ZHENRO SERVICES GROUP LIMITED (XHKG:6958)  HK$5.03  

COUNTRY GARDEN SERVICES HOLDINGS (XHKG:6098)  HK$79.55  

Kaisa Prosperity Holdings Limited (XHKG:2168)  HK$24.95  

Ever Sunshine Lifestyle Services Group Limited (XHKG:1995)  HK$18.04  

CENTRAL CHINA NEW LIFE LIMITED (XHKG:9983)  HK$6.26  
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Table 6 Valuation ratios per peer 

Peer Price/Sales Price/Book Price/Earnings 
Price/Earnings 
excluding Cash 

Net 
Cash/Price 

(%) 

Evergrande Property Services Group Ltd (XHKG:6666) 11.6 12.2 51.6 47.9 7% 
A-LIVING SMART CITY SERVICES (XHKG:3319) 4.0 4.6 22.3 20.3 9% 
Colour Life Services Group Co., Limited (XHKG:1778) 1.1 0.9 7.9 6.6 15% 
ZHENRO SERVICES GROUP LIMITED (XHKG:6958) 4.0 3.2 26.5 20.5 23% 
COUNTRY GARDEN SERVICES HOLDINGS (XHKG:6098) 13.2 12.8 69.8 66.2 5% 
Kaisa Prosperity Holdings Limited (XHKG:2168) 1.8 2.4 14.2 10.9 23% 
Ever Sunshine Lifestyle Services (XHKG:1995) 8.3 8.6 62.2 57.0 8% 

 
We can divide the peers depending on their valuation as: 
 

Table 7 Categories depending on the valuation 

P/E < x12 P/E = x15-21 P/E > x50 

• Colour Life Services Group 

• Kaisa Prosperity Holdings 

• Central China New Life 

• A-living Smart City 

• Zhenro Services Group 

• Evergrande Property 
Services 

• Country Garden Services 

• Ever Sunshine Lifestyle 
 
On the following graph, we see the valuation gap between peers is more related to their market cap and not related to growth. 
Just compare the small caps (Colour, Zhenro, Kaisa and & New Life) with mid-caps (Evergrande, Country, Ever Sunshine and A-
LIVING). 
 
‘There is no doubt that sizing is one element that the market is valuating in the current market. But how about future growth?  
 

 
Figure 39 P/E ratio and previous revenue growth 

 
One way to estimate the future growth of the companies is looking at their Reserved GFA that most probably will be converted 
to under management, whereas new Reserved GFA will be added from parent developers and third-party ones. 
 
We have calculated a way to estimate future growth as: 
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𝑃𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ =∙
𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝐺𝐹𝐴

𝐺𝐹𝐴 𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
 

 
We should bear in mind that companies with higher third-party properties may grow faster from existing properties constructed 
which will not count under GFA Reserved. Companies as Kaisa Prosperity will be undervalued due to their growth coming from 
winning bids. 

 
Regarding other peers, if Ever Sunshine continues with the trend of growing by third-party developers, their potential growth 
over the next years is impressive (over 60%). We also see high growth potential for Country Garden. On the other hand, although 
last year A-Living grew 100% in revenues, we do not see much potential based on Reserved GFA. 

 
Figure 40 Growth estimation versus valuation 

 
Promising growth for Zhenro Services and Central China even though they are trading at P/E excl. cash of x20 and x10 respectively. 
 
In the next table, we have added the average revenues estimations until 2023 from the analysts (Source: Bloomberg). The analysts 
are very bullish on the sector, giving an average Revenue CAGR of over 40%. We are surprised that the forecast deviation between 
peers is very low, except for Colour Life Services. The analysts also forecast an underperformance from A-LIVING compared to 
peers. 
 

Table 8 Average Analyst Revenue Forecast, Source: Bloomberg 
AVERAGE ANALYST REVENUE FORECAST 

Peers 2021 2022 2023 Total CAGR 

Evergrande Property Services Group Ltd 65.2% 47.9% 29.1% 315.43% 46.66% 

A-LIVING SMART CITY SERVICES CO., 44.4% 32.4% 28.0% 244.72% 34.76% 

Colour Life Services Group Co., Limited 6.1% 6.5% 4.5% 118.08% 5.70% 

ZHENRO SERVICES GROUP LIMITED 61.1% 45.2% 38.9% 324.91% 48.11% 

COUNTRY GARDEN SERVICES HOLDINGS 58.0% 45.2% 40.3% 321.87% 47.65% 

Kaisa Prosperity Holdings Limited 44.4% 48.3% 46.6% 313.94% 46.42% 

Ever Sunshine Lifestyle Services Group Limited 59.4% 48.6% 40.1% 331.85% 49.16% 

CENTRAL CHINA NEW LIFE LIMITED 54.9% 42.2% 43.1% 315.20% 46.62% 

AVERAGE 49.2% 39.5% 33.8% 285.8% 40.6% 
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ANALYSIS 
 
In the following table, we have summarized the analysis section. 
 

Table 9 Summary of the Analysis section 

Peer 
Valuation 

(P/E 
ratio) 

Revenue/sqm 
Operating 
Margins 

Third-Party 
Exposure 

Future 
Growth 

Managed 

Location 
Expansion 

Non-
Residential 
Exposure 

Revenue 
Diversification 

Evergrande Property 
Services Group  

HIGH 
x48 

HIGH 
¥11.19 

HIGH 
33.45% 

LOW 
3% 

HIGH-
MED 

HIGH 
LOW 
2.9% 

PM SERVICE 

A-LIVING SMART CITY 
SERVICES CO., LTD.  

MEDIUM 
x20 

HIGH 
¥12.38 

HIGH-MED 
21.46% 

HIGH 
80.3% 

LOW LOW 
HIGH 
59.6% 

PM SERVICES 

Colour Life Services 
Group Co., Limited  

LOW 
x6.7 

LOW 
¥5.97 

MEDIUM 
19.49% 

NO DATA LOW HIGH NO DATA PM SERVICES 

ZHENRO SERVICES 
GROUP LIMITED  

MEDIUM 
x20 

LOW 
¥5.57 

MEDIUM 
19.70% 

NO DATA HIGH LOW 
MEDIUM 

44% 
VALUE-
ADDED 

COUNTRY GARDEN 
SERVICES HOLDINGS 
C.P.  

HIGH 
x66 

HIGH-MED 
¥10.46 

HIGH-MED 
23.2% 

MEDIUM 
27.4% 

HIGH MEDIUM NO DATA BOTH 

Kaisa Prosperity 
Holdings Limited  

LOW 
x11 

HIGH-MED 
¥10.27 

MEDIUM 
18.10% 

HIGH-MED 
49.9% 

LOW5 LOW 
HIGH 
53% 

VALUE-
ADDED 

Ever Sunshine Lifestyle 
Services Group Limited  

HIGH 
x57 

HIGH-MED 
¥9.71 

MEDIUM 
19.17% 

HIGH 
78.6% 

HIGH-
MED 

MEDIUM 
MEDIUM 

41.5% 
PM SERVICES 

CENTRAL CHINA NEW 
LIFE LIMITED 

LOW 
x11 

LOW 
¥4.60 

LOW 
16.6% 

HIGH-MED 
45.1% 

HIGH-
MED 

HIGH-MED 
MEDIUM 

41.1% 
VALUE-
ADDED 

AVERAGE x30.1 ¥8.77 21.41% 37.3%   40.4%  

 

 
Evergrande Property Services Group 
 
Top 2 biggest peer in the sector. What we find attractive from Evergrande is that the company aims to double the GFA under 
management by 2021 and that the quality of the assets is very high. They are very focused on gaining scale which is something 
we like in an immature sector. Although there are mostly exposed to Residential Properties, the company collects very high 
Revenue per sq.m.. On the other hand, their dependency on the parent developer is something that does not attract us. As well, 
the high operating margins may not be a good signal. The company gets 97% of the GFA from the parent developer and this can 
explain why the company has higher margins than the rest of the peers. It may be possible that these contracts gained from the 
parent may have higher management fees than they would have had in an open bid. If this is the case, the margins will, sooner 
or later, tend to reach sector average margins as competition between peers increases. We also dislike their business spread over 
many Chinese cities (present in 290 cities). 
 
The company is trading at a P/E ratio of around x48. We believe the market is assigning the right multiple for a good company 
with high expectations of growth. 
 

A-LIVING Smart City Service 
 
A-LIVING managed the highest quality assets and highest exposure to third-party properties (over 80%). The revenue per sq.m. 
is the highest in the sector (¥12.38/sq.m.) due to their high exposure to non-residential properties as offices, hospitals, or schools. 
 
By 2021, they have already made 6 acquisitions (More than ¥1.5B), some of them sanitation companies which seem to be one of 
their streams of growth for the future. We also like the fact that the company is present in very few cities and could bring synergies 
lowering the costs. On the other hand, we see low growth coming from the Reserved GFA in the coming years. Nevertheless, the 
company’s revenue comes mostly from the Property Management Services but based on the latest acquisitions and Outlook 
seems that the company will start developing the value-added services and this could bring an important stream of revenues. 
 
The company is trading at a P/E ratio of x20. In our opinion, the company should be trading higher due to their quality assets 
(Revenue/sq.m & Non-Residential Properties). There is also potential for organic growth with the development of the value-
added segments and the company has already made 5 acquisitions during 2021 which lower the P/E ratio. To conclude, we think 
it would be the right peer for an investor that is looking for the highest quality in the sector and without paying very high multiples. 

 
5 Kaisa Prosperity 2023 Plan disagrees 
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In this article, we will not focus our further analysis on A-LIVING but we are currently considering an additional report to explain 
the company deeper. 
 

Colour Life Services Group 
 
The lowest quality in the sector. Colour Life has one of the lowest Revenues/sq.m and is very expanded geographically. As well, 
the company is very opaque and does not disclose their Non-Residential exposure (probably 0%?) and Third-party exposure. They 
also do not explain clearly why the revenues have not grown over the last 2 years and this is something that we dislike when the 
sector is growing at double digits. As well, the company works with short-term debt.  
 
Having JD and 360.com are very good news for the company and most probably the joint venture of the lockers will provide 
Colour with higher revenues. 
 
The company is trading at a P/E ratio of x6.7. Most probably, they will perform well in the following years, but we believe there 
are better options in the sector with higher potential growth and more transparency. 
 
Probably Colour Life puts together all the things we dislike from the sector. Not our option. 
 

Zhenro Services Group Limited 
 
In this case, let us start from the end, if we compare Zhenro with A-Living, both trading at P/E x20ish multiples, there is no doubt 
which one looks more interesting. In our opinion, Zhenro brings very few advantages: Just that it seems to have higher potential 
growth coming from the Reserved GFA. On the other hand, the company’s management fees are very low, although it has 44% 
of non-residential properties. This is because the company is focused on tier 2 and 3 zones which we feel less attracted to invest, 
probably a good investment idea but there are better options in the market. 
 

Country Garden Holdings 
 
Top-1 company in the Chinese sector. First of all, Country Garden brings scale. The company is focused not only on the pure 
Property Management Services but also on the value-added ones. The quality of their asset is high (¥10.46/sq.m.) and has a 
higher expectancy of growth than the rest of the peers. 
 
It has decent exposure to third-party developers (27%) and does not disclose their exposure to non-residential properties, 
although they highlight in its presentation that they are expanding their non-residential revenue share (Everyone wants the non-
residential assets). 
 
The company is trading at a P/E ratio of x66, the highest among peers. In December, they raised capital and seems to be that they 
are very keen on growing as fast as possible and maintain their position as Top-1 property management service company in China. 
In our opinion, Country is the right peer in case you are sure about the moat scale in the business, something that we agree that 
could get better margins but we don’t see a sector with few players, but still much market share that will be consolidated . We 
prefer it over Evergrande for 2 reasons: 

• Country Garden has higher exposure to Third-Party developers as well as higher potential growth. 

• Evergrande margins may decrease over time whereas Country Garden margins are more aligned with sector margins 

and therefore stronger to maintain. 

• We do not like Evergrande’s parent reputation 

Ever Sunshine Lifestyle Services Group 
 
The most impressive fundamental of Ever Sunshine is their capability to grow over 50% Revenues YoY, thanks to the joint ventures 
by third-party developers (78.6%) with 20 strategic partnerships with different developers. When a service management company 
is gaining a client coming from the parent developer, the growth, in reality, does not reflect competition skills over peers. In the 
short term, you have a preferred status over other peers by being the subsidiary of the parent. On the other hand, in joint ventures 
with third parties, gaining clients demonstrates your competition skills in the sector. 
 
They have a decent exposure to residential assets (41.5%) and Revenue/sq.m. (¥9.71/sq.m.). It is one of the biggest companies, 
but the operating margin is lower than other big caps. One reason could be that they are more exposed to third-party developers 
so the margins will be lower due to the higher competition mentioned before.  
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As well as other peers, the company is starting to develop their stream of value-added services which is still a small part of their 
revenues. 
 
The company is trading at a P/E ratio of x57, which is one of the highest in the sector. There is high a high expectancy for 
growth from the market. We think it is positive to have higher exposure to third-party developers, just by the diversification it 
gives to the company. Also, Ever Sunshine is mostly focused on PM Services rather than value-added ones that can develop at a 
later stage. But on the other hand, Country Garden offers similar advantages but with a higher scale (Top1 peer) by just paying 
a slightly higher valuation ratio (x66). We prefer Country Garden to Ever Sunshine. 
 

Central China New Life Limited 
 
CC New Life is a very special small cap in the sector. The company has decided to expand their business in very few Provinces, 
making a stronger business than other peers. Although, the company expanded in tier 2 Provinces as Henan, where there are 
lower competition and management fees, in tier 2-3 cities. 
 
The company is focused on diversifying its revenue mix. The PM Services only englobes 36% of the total revenues. The lowest in 
the sector. As well, they have a segment called Smart Solutions where they integrate digitalization and the Internet of Things 
(IoT) in their business (like Kaisa). The company is more advanced and focused on add-value services. 
 
Although the quality assets (¥4.60/sq.m.) and location are one of the lowest among peers, the company is very exposed to Third-
Party developers (45.1%) reflecting their competence in the sector. The company has the lowest operating margins due to lower 
the quality of assets and tier 2 provinces. 
 
CC New Life is trading at a P/E ratio of x11 and has a very high potential for growth based on their Reserved GFA. In November 
2020, the parent and one of the directors bought an important number of shares, reflecting the low valuation of the company.  
 
"Insiders might sell their shares for any number of reasons, but they buy them for only one: they think the price will rise." – Peter 
Lynch 
 
In our opinion, the lower quality of the assets/locations should not be a barrier to invest in this company. It is one of the peers 
with the highest growth potential and it is building a castle in provinces like Henan where would be more difficult for competitors 
to expand. We think that to invest in CC New Life with this lower quality portfolio, we should have to dig deeper into the assets 
and Central China’s forecast. We feel more comfortable wtih other peers. 
 

Kaisa Prosperity Holdings 
 
Kaisa Prosperity brings a little bit of everything. On one hand, the company can compete against the big caps in terms of 
management fees (¥10.27/sq.m.), with the highest quality assets just after A-LIVING.  
 
The company is very exposed to non-residential properties (53%) which are the assets that all the peers aim to manage. As well, 
the company is not very expanded in terms of locations and is mostly focused on top tier cities, top tier assets. In the last years, 
the company has grown at a lower rate (30%) than its peers. In our opinion, they have a preference for acquiring high-quality 
customers than growing faster. If Kaisa Prosperity meets the 2023 growth plan, we will be more than satisfied with our 
investment. Kaisa’s Investor Relations have confirmed to us that the plan is being executed so far. 
 
As well, they have very high exposure to third-party developers as Ever Sunshine and A-LIVING, but, in this case, Kaisa bids for 
the property management project rather than finding joint ventures with other developers. We think this type of growth reflects, 
even more ,the quality of their services. 
 
The value-added services play a greater role than in other peers. The GFA growth has been combined with the development and 
offering of these services and Smart Solutions. We would like to get exposed to the Smart Solutions line of business and, 
personally, we are very bullish on the digitalization of households and the Internet of Things. 
 
The company has high exposure to non-residential and high management fees (¥10.27/sq.m.) that the market is assigning with 
high multiples in the rest of the peers except for Kaisa Prosperity, trading at a P/E ratio of x10. We see a very good opportunity 
for investing. 
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On one hand, the exposure to a possible bubble in the Chinese real state gets minimized with the quality of the assets and high 
exposure to non-residential. Another alternative would be A-LIVING which has even higher management fees, higher exposure 
to non-residential properties and higher exposure to third-party developers than Kaisa Prosperity. But the price to pay would be 
double (P/E x20 vs P/E x10). Nevertheless, we might create an additional report for A-LIVING if it continues trading as such a 
discount to fair value. 
 
To conclude, when we invest in a company, we usually pay more attention to the downside than the upside. In Kaisa Prosperity, 
we feel that we are less exposed by paying low multiples. Being highly exposed to non-residential and high-quality assets mitigates 
the risks. The company seems very optimistic in the following years and, if they are right with their targets, Kaisa Prosperity will 
be a multi-bagger. 
 

Conclusion of the analysis 
 

• Kaisa Prosperity investment thesis can be described as Quality and Value in the sector, with a more modest growth 

based on their Reserved GFA. 

• We also find Country Garden Services interesting if an investor is looking for more potential growth and scale in the 

sector. We think is a better option than Evergrande and Ever Sunshine. Although the P/E ratio is the highest in the sector 

(x66). 

• And finally, Central China New Life would combine potential growth with value. Would be our second option after Kaisa 

Prosperity. Their pipeline is huge, and we can accept the lower management fees due to their focus on tier 2-3 provinces. 
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KAISA’S PROSPERITY VALUATION 
 

Questions before valuation 
 
The first question that we should make is:  
 

• Can the margins be stable over time?  

• Operating margins over 18% can be maintained for a business like the property management services? 

The sector is still in consolidation and it is reasonable to think that pricing competition may increase when inorganic growth 
slowdowns. On the other hand, the development of value-added revenues (with high margins) and higher scale in the companies 
could mitigate a downrate in operating margins. For this reason, we see operating margins between 12% and 16% in the long 
term. But our forecast may be upgraded if these companies play an active role in the Internet of Things concept. 
 
On the revenue side, we do not see many barriers for Kaisa Prosperity at least in the next 3 years. We see their targets as 
reasonable, but slightly optimistic (7B¥ revenues and 1B¥ net profit). If we calculate the operating margin with the targets, it will 
give 19% (assuming 25% Tax Rate). 
 
As long-term investors, we also find it very important to answer: 
 

• Where will the sector be in 10 years?  
 
In this aspect, we are very bullish on the property management services in China for the next 10 to 20 years, as we explain in the 
Sector Overview. The growth of the middle class and salary income will motivate its growth. Over the last years, we have been 
actively looking for an investment thesis that will reflect the middle class and China’s development. We believe investing in 
property management services is the best option we found, really impacted by the drivers noted, asset-light and at an interesting 
price. 
 
Let us move forward, another good question:  
 

• Are they going to issue capital to finance the growth?  

 

Hard to tell. It will depend on their success in the organic growth by bids that do not need capital investment and has 
high ROCEs (negative WC). In the following scenarios we have not considered dilution, but if it happens, we believe it 
will add value to the company and shareholders. 
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Valuation model and assumptions 
 
Please find our base scenario below, which considers 5B¥ revenues and a 15% operating margin for FY23, way lower than the 
company’s targets. 
 
We have assumed that FCF generated is reinvested in organic and inorganic growth to meet the revenues. We believe the 
company can meet 5B¥ sales for FY2023 without dilution of shares. 
 

Income Statement (M¥) FY15 FY16 FY17 FY18 FY19 FY20 FY21e FY22e FY23e 

Revenue 478.0 539.1 669.2 895.8 1261.9 1730.2 2650.0 3700.0 5000.0 

Growth (%)  13% 24% 34% 41% 37% 53% 40% 35% 

Cost of Goods Sold -285.7 -367.1 -464.9 -618.7 -883.5 -1202.5 -1881.5 -2664.0 -3670.0 

Gross Profit 192.4 172.1 204.3 277.0 378.4 527.6 768.5 1036.0 1330.0 

Gross Margin (%) 40% 32% 31% 31% 30% 30% 29% 28% 27% 

Selling General & Admin Expenses -75.7 -71.7 -107.1 -127.2 -165.0 -193.9 -297.0 -414.6 -560.3 

Provision for Bad Debts -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -1.6 -6.5 0.0 -4.7 -6.6 -8.9 

Other Operating Expenses -24.8 -11.4 -1.4 -2.8 -0.2 12.5 -8.2 -11.4 -15.5 

Operating Income 91.8 88.8 95.6 145.5 206.7 346.3 458.6 603.3 745.3 

Interest Expense 0.0 -5.1 -27.1 -13.9 -0.1 -0.4 -0.6 -0.8 -1.1 

Interest And Investment Income 0.0 5.1 27.3 12.7 4.4 1.6 2.5 3.5 4.7 

Income (Loss) On Equity Invest. -2.8 -2.2 -2.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Currency Exchange Gains (Loss) -2.7 -3.2 2.9 -3.5 1.9 -19.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 

EBT Excl. Unusual Items 86.3 83.5 96.8 140.9 212.7 328.4 460.5 606.0 748.9 

Gain (Loss) On Sale Of Investments -5.1 -2.1 -0.7 0.0 -2.1 -16.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Gain (Loss) On Sale Of Assets 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 -0.4 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Other Unusual Items 0.0 0.0 0.0 -30.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

EBT Incl. Unusual Items 81.2 81.4 96.1 110.6 210.3 312.6 460.5 606.0 748.9 

Operating Margin (%) 17% 15% 14% 12% 17% 18% 17% 16% 15% 

Income Tax Expense -23.5 -23.3 -24.7 -57.1 -43.2 -83.1 -115.1 -151.5 -187.2 

Tax Rate (%) 29% 29% 26% 52% 21% 27% 25% 25% 25% 

Earnings From Continuing Operations 57.7 58.1 71.4 53.5 167.1 229.5 345.4 454.5 561.7 

Net Income to Company 57.7 58.1 71.4 53.5 167.1 229.5 345.4 454.5 561.7 

Minority Interest 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 -3.2 -7.6 -13.8 -18.2 -22.5 

Net Income 57.7 58.1 71.4 54.1 163.9 222.0 331.6 436.3 539.2 

Free Cash Flow FY15 FY16 FY17 FY18 FY19 FY20 FY21e FY22e FY23e 

EBT Excl. Unusual Items 81.2 81.4 96.1 110.6 210.3 312.6 460.5 606.0 748.9 

Minority Interest 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 -3.2 -7.6 -13.8 -18.2 -22.5 

D&A 3.9 3.1 2.9 2.8 10.9 13.0 11.0 11.5 12.1 

Capex -1.3 -2.1 -2.8 -3.9 -5.6 -7.7 -11.8 -12.3 -14.1 

Tax Paid -7.6 -23.9 -40.4 -31.4 -44.9 -66.9 -115.1 -151.5 -187.2 

Change WC  -371.0 341.5 375.8 -20.2 -331.7 27.3 35.7 45.1 

FCF 76.1 -312.5 397.3 454.6 147.4 -88.3 358.1 471.2 582.3 

 

Multiples    FY18 FY19 FY20 FY21e FY22e FY23e 

Trailing Multiples 

LTM EV/Sales 

Pre-IPO 

1.2x 1.68x 0.81x 0.89x 0.64x 0.47x 

LTM EV/EBITDA 9.11x 10.1x 3.99x 4.95x 3.75x 3.03x 

LTM EV/EBIT 9.33x 10.23x 4.06x 5.16x 3.93x 3.18x 

LTM P/E excl. cash 12.92x 16.04x 10.87x 7.14x 5.43x 4.39x 

LTM EV/FCF 5.99x 10.55x 7.76x 6.61x 5.03x 4.07x 

LTM EV/BV 2.35x 3.95x 1.98x 1.69x 1.29x 1.00x 
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Sensitivity analysis 
 
We have planned 9 different scenarios in the sensitivity analysis which includes: 
 

• Operating margin of 12%, 15% and 18% 

• Revenues for FY203 of 5B¥, 6B¥ and 7B¥ 

• The valuation considers 160M shares (154M to date), due to some stock options and the current exchange of CNY/HKD 

(1.21). 

The valuations are shown below: 
 

Table 10 Price target in 9 different scenarios 
2023  

Scenarios 
12% Operating Margin 15% Operating Margin 18% Operating Margin 

5B¥ Revenues 
42% CAGR 

Operating Income ¥           0.60 

Income ¥           0.51 
Valuation P/E Ratio 

x18 HKD   69.23 
 

Operating 
Income ¥              0.75 

Income ¥              0.64 
Valuation P/E 

Ratio x18 HKD     86.54 
 

Operating 
Income ¥              0.90 

Income ¥              0.77 
Valuation P/E 

Ratio x18 HKD   103.84 
 

6B¥ Revenues 
51% CAGR 

 

Operating Income ¥           0.72 

Income ¥           0.61 
Valuation P/E 

Ratio x18 HKD   83.07 
 

Operating 
Income ¥              0.90 

Income ¥              0.77 
Valuation P/E 

Ratio x18 HKD   103.84 
 

Operating 
Income ¥              1.08 

Income ¥              0.92 
Valuation P/E 

Ratio x18 HKD   124.61 
 

7B¥ Revenues 
60% CAGR 

Operating Income ¥           0.84 

Income ¥           0.71 
Valuation P/E 

Ratio x18 HKD   96.92 
 

Operating 
Income ¥              1.05 

Income ¥              0.89 
Valuation P/E 

Ratio x18 HKD 121.15 
 

Operating 
Income ¥              1.26 

 

Income ¥              1.07 
 

Valuation P/E 
Ratio x18 HKD 145.386 

 

 

 
The upside is huge. That is why we have a substantial position in Kaisa Prosperity for our family office. We think that the base 
scenario would be 5B¥ Revenues (42% CAGR) for 2023 and an Operating Margin of 15%, giving a target price of HKD 86.54, way 
lower than the company’s target plan for 2023, which in that case gives a target price of HKD 145.38. We want to keep our base 
case conservative and if better news than expected come, it will be welcome. 
 

• Is it reasonable to use x18 as the P/E valuation ratio? 
 
We believe that the quality and perspectives of the business are very high and the 18x P/E multiple may underestimate 
its quality. But right now, we see very low valuations in the Asiatic companies and especially in small caps. It is difficult 
to forecast a rerating of Asiatic Small Caps, like Kasia Prosperity. We believe that if Kaisa’s Prosperity market cap 
surpasses the 500M€ more funds could be interested in the investment and, therefore, have a rerating. 
 

Regarding our base case, 5B¥ Revenues (42% CAGR) is similar growth to what the company has experienced in 2019 and 2020 
(over 30% growth). At this moment, the company has 1B¥ in cash for M&A’s, the highest liquidity since inception and could bring 
higher inorganic growth than in the past. As well, the development of value-added services to their customer brings more 
potential growth. 
 
The scenarios consider a 6M share of dilution coming from the stock options. We think further dilution could depend on the share 
price. If the company starts trading over x20 P/E multiples and the M&A market continues trading below this ratio (x10-15, we 
could see dilution to finance M&A, which is good for the shareholder. If this happens, we could see Revenue growths over 60% 
YoY. 
  

 
6 Kaisa’s Prosperity 2023 plan 
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RISKS 
 

Indirect risks from the parent company 
 
We see both businesses as independent from each other. Kaisa Prosperity growth is very related to Kaisa Group performance in 
the following years. We think that this exposure is mitigated by paying low valuation ratios versus peers and the high exposure 
to third-party projects and high-quality assets. Nevertheless, if the real estate market shrinks in the coming years, the future 
revenues will be way lower than forecasted. 
 

Currency risks 
 
By this investment, we are directly exposed to the yuan. A possible devaluation of this currency may lower our final income as 
shareholders. We do not say any reason for the Chinese government to devaluate the yuan, which has gained more and more 
support from international organizations. 
 

 
Figure 41 EUR/CNY exchange 

 

Regulation change 
 
During the last years, the PRC government has actively motivated the development and expansion of the property management 
business. We are aware there is a risk that this support may change in the future, although we do not find any reason to break 
the tendency. Local authorities are even going further in the regulation, reflecting the value-added that these companies provide 
to Chinese society. 
 

Higher competition 
 
We are aware that current margins may not be maintained when the business consolidates. Additionally, in our opinion, we 
believe Kaisa Prosperity will continue to compete with the big caps in the industry. We could be wrong with our analysis. Kaisa 
Prosperity could struggle with its growth and margins in the future. Even if it does not grow, the company is trading at reasonable 
multiples. 
 
In the developer business, Kaisa Group has been able not only to compete against big caps like Evergrande but also to gain share 
versus competitors and building a very good reputation in the business. We think this can happen also in the management 
business, supporting our forecast analysis. 
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FINAL CONCLUSION 
 

To conclude, we see the Property Management Services sector and, indeed, Kaisa Prosperity as a potential multi-bagger 
investment, not only for the next 3 years but even further. 
 
Investing in Kaisa Prosperity, the shareholder gets exposed to: 
 

• One of the regions with the highest potential for economic growth in the next decade, Asia Pacific 

• The growth of the middle class in China and its consumption in property management and value-added services 

• The top tier cities (Shenzhen) and regions (Greater Bay Area) 

• Digitalization of properties and the development of the Internet of Things concept 

• Low valuation ratios at current prices 

• Very high asymmetry in the investment 
 
But why is the market not reflecting the real value of Kaisa Prosperity? 
 
Bear in mind that last summer, Kaisa Prosperity issued shares at HK$32.55 and since then, the share price has dropped a 30%, 
without any negative event and fundamentals improving in every release. In December, the parent company bought shares from 
Kaisa Prosperity, reflecting the low valuation of the company from the insider’s perspective. 
 
Kaisa Prosperity, as a small-cap (400M€ market cap) and almost 70% of the company owned by the parent, is not on the radar of 
big investment funds. If the company meets its targets for 2023, we could experience a rerating of the company that will no 
longer be a small cap and will bring higher liquidity and more investors. That is why the biggest peers are trading over x50 
multiples whereas the small-caps are lagging. 
 
In New Vila Research, we have a position in the company. The report is a personal opinion from the author on the subject of Stock 
analysis of a generic nature and not personalized to the client's circumstances. For further information, please read the Required 
Disclosures. 
 
Finally, I would like to thank Alejandro Martín, Fund Manager at Horos Asset Management for presenting me the sector, 
motivating me to write a deep analysis of it. A great professional and colleague. 
  

https://horosam.com/en/
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About me and New Vila Equity Research 
 
My name is Rodrigo Villanueva, I am the founder of New Vila Equity Research. 
 
I created the firm to show my analytical skills, passion for investing and the way I analyze/invest in companies. I am open to 
discuss investment and working/collaborate with investment institutions. If you are interested, please contact me through email, 
rvillanueva@newvilaresearch.com.  
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APPENDIX 
 

INTRODUCTION TO PEERS 
EVERGRANDE PROPERTY SERVICES GROUP (6666.HK) 
 

 
Evergrande property services group IPO’s was 30th of November 2020 at HK$9.75 from the parent Evergrande Group (3333.HK) 
which is one of the big construction players in China (186BHK$ market cap) and owns 62% of the subsidiary. Currently, the 
company trades at HK$14.9 with HK$161B of market cap. 
 

 
Figure 42 Evergrande Property Services Financial Results. Source: TIKR 

 
Its business is focused on the highest quality assets over 22 provinces and 290 cities. The company has 565M sq. m. asset 
contracted and 300M sq. m. under management which only 9.7M are from third party. 
 
The property management services segment englobes 60.2% of the total revenues, community value-added services 12%, value-
added services to non-property owners 27.8%. They also have developed a business segment called smart property construction 
which is irrelevant in terms of revenues. 

 
Table 11 Evergrande 2020 Revenue per segment 

 
 

Keynotes: 
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• By the end of February 2021, the Group already signed contracts for external expansion with an accumulated area 

contracted of 115M sq.m. and 110 sq.m. under management. 

• For 2021, they aim to achieve an area under management of more than 600M sq.m. in 2021 which is double the area 

under management and becoming the world’s largest integrated urban service provider7. 

• Evergrande’s smart community APP has been developed and a huge amount of high-quality living service resources have 

been integrated and launched nationwide, including resources related to household payments, smart charging, 

community group purchase, express delivery, freight and transport, housekeeping services, etc. 

• The Group has cooperated with leading companies in the artificial intelligence and security industry such as Sense Time, 

Dahua, Jieshun, etc., focusing on the full application of machine vision, natural language processing, Internet of Things, 

AI intelligence, 5G and other technologies in their business sectors such as intelligent customer service, intelligent access, 

smart transportation, intelligent security, smart building, intelligent quality control and intelligent scheduling, to create 

a safe, convenient and highly-efficient smart community management platform. 

• From January 2021 onwards, the Group has adjusted the repair and maintenance service model, and directly enters into 

service agreements with renovation units and undertake post-renovation repair and maintenance services using annual 

contracting during the warranty period. 

• ERP system of Evergrande Property has been completed, which comprises business modules such as fee management, 

online customer service, work order management, service supervision, equipment maintenance and asset management. 

• On 29 January 2021, the Group acquired 100% interest of Ningbo Yatai Hotel Property Services Co. Ltd. for a total 

consideration of HK$1.79B, paying a P/E multiple of x19. 

• The company does not pay any dividend. 

• At the end of 2020, the company had HK$12.6B in cash and equivalents. 

• The company reported a 43.3% increase in Revenues and a 184.5% increase in net profit. They reported EPS HK$ 0.26, 

which gives a P/E of x57 at current prices. 

• The unit price of property management fees was ¥2.28 per sq.m. from ¥2.18 per sq.m. 

  

 
7 Without any dilution or capital raise, the value-added is just impressive. Mainly due to the asset-light model and business. Ver 
very high ROCEs 
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A-LIVING SMART CITY SERVICE CO LTD (3319.HK) 
 

 
A-Living Services Group founded in 1992 and officially listed on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange on February 9, 2018 (3319.HK), 
ranking as TOP7 among China’s Top 100 Property Management. Its parent and biggest shareholder, called Agile Group Holdings 
Limited (3383.HK), owns 54% of the company. 
 

 
Figure 43 A-LIVING Historical Results 

 
The company controls 374.8M sq. m. GFA under management and 522.6M sq. m. GFA contracted, which 387.3M sq.m. under 
management are from third parties, very exposed to Third-party developers with 80.3% from them. This is a very good signal for 
quality. 

 
Table 12 A-LIVING exposure to third-party developers 

 
 

The Group operates in 74 cities. The property management business services englobe 64.7% of the total revenue, which 27.9% 
comes from Residential Properties and 36.8% from Non-Residential. The extended value-added services segment covers 24.8% 
of the total revenues and Property owners value-added services the 10.5%. 
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Table 13 A-LIVING 2020 Revenues per segment 

 
 

From the beginning of 2021 to date, the company has acquired 5 companies for ¥1.2B in total. More information below. 
 

Keynotes: 
• During 2020 the company has increased its revenues by 95.5% and net profit by 52.7%. They reported HK$1.57 EPS, 

which gives a P/E of x21 at the current price. 

• The company has proposed a dividend of HK$0.62, giving a payout rate of 40% and a Dividend Yield of 1.9% 

• The company has HK$5.1B in cash and equivalent at the end of 2020. 

• On 12 March 2021, the company acquired 60% interest in Shaanxi Mingtang Sanitation for ¥144M.  

• February 2021, the group acquired 60% equity interest in New CMIG PM for ¥344M, P/E multiple of x12.5. 

• 22 March 2021, the company acquired 51% of Beijing Huifend, 60% Shaanxi Mingtang and 51% of Dalian Mingri´s UES 

Business for ¥280M, ¥144M and ¥300M. The P/E multiple ranges between 9.6 and 10.5. As well, the company acquired 

30% equity interest in ZH Sanitation for ¥300M. 

• The Group cooperates with JD Alliance, Xiaomi Youpin and other E-commerce platforms and well-known brands in 

different industries such as Wuliangye, Vinda and China Unicom Guangzhou branch to integrate online and offline 

marketing channels and resources. 

• As for the home improvement services, the Group selected quality brands as its suppliers to form a supplier matrix for 

home improvement business, and developed services such as house rehabbing, wall renovation, and group purchase of 

furniture and home appliances through an asset-light model. As for new business lines, the Group introduced well-

known nursery service brands through an asset-light model and launched 10 community nursery service centers8. The 

Group also cooperated with leading insurance companies9 to develop insurance products designed for property owners 

and provide supporting offline services in the communities. 

• In 2020, the Group obtained several national-level qualifications and business licenses10 within a short period, including 

seven professional qualifications in the cleaning industry, such as the national Level 1 qualification certificate for the 

cleaning industry, license for road transport operation and qualification for providing cleaning and maintenance service. 

• On the C-side (Customer), the Group reached strategic cooperation with Huawei in terms of smart homes, 5G technology 

applications, Internet of Things (IoT) and incubation of innovative projects, etc., to develop value-added services and 

platforms that can connect private and public domain traffic, to provide the property owners with more convenient, 

flexible, and intelligent user experience.  

 
8 Note from the analyst: The easy integration of new add-value services is very interesting. 
9 Note from the analyst: This is becoming a trend in the sector. Some of the companies are acquiring insurance companies and 
integrate them into their business environment. 
10 Another milestone to expand their add-value services. 
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COLOUR LIFE SERVICES GROUP (HK: 1778) 

 
As the first community service provider listed in Hong Kong in 2014, the Group continued to lead the development trend of the 
property management industry since its listing. With the outstanding organic expansion capability and through merger and 
acquisition activities, Colour Life achieved rapid expansion until recent years where growth has struggled. 
 

 
Figure 44 Colour Life Historical Results 

 
The public offering priced the share at HK$4.60 in 2014, since then the share has decreased to HK$3.40 giving HK$0.60 in 
dividends. The number of common shares has doubled since IPO, this is because of the dividend scrip policy where the 
shareholder can choose between shares (no real dilution in % of the company, but more shares owned) or dividend, and capital 
raising to finance the growth. The company have multiply 10 times their revenues. The book value has increased almost 3 times 
and it is the cheapest peer in terms of fundamentals. 
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Figure 45 Weighted Average Diluted Shares Outstanding in Colour Life Services Group 

 
JD.com recently acquired a 5.08% stake in the company as part of a business agreement between both companies. 
 
The company is the subsidiary of Fantasia Holdings Group Co. Limited (HK: 1777) with HK$5.77B of market cap and owns 67% of 
the company. Colour Services currently has HK$4.98B of market cap. 
 
The company works with short term debt. Although they have a cash position of HK$2.46B, they have senior notes and bonds 
of HK$1.55B with an interest rate of 10%. Their book value at the end of 2020 was HK$4.55B.  
 
91.3% of the revenues come from Property Management Services, 7.1% from Value-added Services and 1.6% from Engineering 
services. Compared to peers, Colour is poorly diversified between segments of revenues which gives hints of the poor quality of 
their assets. 
 
On 31 December 2020, the Total Contracted GFA of the Group had reached 563.4 million sq.m. (only 2% from third parties) and 
361M sq.m. managed. Important to highlight the decrease in revenues (-6.5% YoY) whereas peers have grown 20%-40% in 
2020. The company does not give any specific reason for this. The 3 segments have decreased YoY. 
 
The company is mostly present in Eastern and Central China which are not considered rich regions (tier 2-3). The company 
operates in 279 cities. 

Table 14 Colour Life portfolio per location 

 
 

Keynotes: 
• On the 14 of April 2021, the company has acquired an insurance company previously own by Fantasia as a subsidiary. 

The company paid ¥30M, a P/E multiple of x29. 
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• The Group strives to meet the basic living needs of the residents through providing Four Basic Guarantees services 

(defined as cleaning, greening, security and maintenance services) 

• JD.com and the Group cooperate in community-based services, establishing front-end warehouses, logistics distribution 

and enhancement of platform experience. At the same time, based on the technological experience accumulated by 

360.com in the field of core security, the Group will cooperate with 360.com in aspects like security, Internet of Things 

and artificial intelligence.  

• In addition, following the signing of the comprehensive strategic cooperation agreement between the Group and 

JD.com, the two parties jointly promoted the implementation of a pilot business of smart parcel lockers in 2020. Under 

this business model, JD.com is responsible for the installation of smart parcel lockers, while the Group is responsible for 

the courier delivery within the communities. The fees paid by the couriers for using such cabinets are allocated between 

the Group and JD.com as income. 

• The Group helped Changsha City Public Security Bureau to develop the Changsha Gardener APP for mass prevention and 

treatment to public order in Changsha City. Citizens can take up patrol orders or traffic violation reporting orders from 

the Changsha Gardener. 
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ZHENRO SERVICES GROUP LIMITED (HK: 6958) 

 
 
In June 2020, Zhenro Services Group Limited started trading as a spinoff of Zhenro Properties Group Limited (6158.HK). The 
subsidiary’s market cap is currently HK5.08B and it is 63.26% owned by the parent. 
 
The company is trading at a P/E multiple of x22. 
 

 
Figure 46 Zhenro Historical Results 

 
In 2020, the Group continuously expanded its business scale and deepened its arrangements in four key areas of China, namely 
the Yangtze River Delta Region, the Western Straits Region, the Midwest Region, and the Bohai Rim Region. 

 
Table 15 Zhenro GFA under management per Region 

 
 
The table below sets forth a breakdown of the Group’s revenue generated from its value-added services to non-property owners 
for the period indicated: 
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Table 16 Additional revenue information for value-added services to non-property owners 

 
 

The following table sets forth the revenue breakdown of community value-added services for the twelve months ended 31 
December 2020 and 2019: 
 

Table 17 Additional revenue information for community value-added services 

 
 
 

Table 18. Gross margin per business line 

 
 

The community value-added services gross margin (67.3%) is way higher than the average in the sector. They also are very well 
diversified in revenue segments. 
 

Keynotes: 
• In 2020, the Group continued to invest in intelligent construction. For example, parking lots were improved and 

upgraded with digital vehicle barriers, and equipment management, maintenance, and monitoring were consolidated, 

and an intelligent quality management and control platform was built to effectively reduce manual occupation and 

improve operational efficiency and service quality. 
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COUNTRY GARDEN HOLDINGS COMPANY LIMITED (HK:6098) 

 
IPO in June 2018, for HK$10, currently trading at HK$78.25. The company is 48.58% owned by its parent, Country Garden Holdings, 
with a HK$230B market cap and one of the biggest players in China´s Real Estate. 
 
The company has grown during 2020 a 61.75% in revenues and trades with the highest P/E multiple in the industry, x69. It is the 
biggest Property Services company with a HK$231B market cap. 
 
Apart from the common business sectors, the Group also includes “Three Supplies and Property Management” businesses, and 
city services which currently include property management services and heat supply business. So, this segment is similar to the 
PM services but includes heat and water supply. As well, CG Services collaborates with state-owned enterprises on the “3S1P” 
reform and achieved the mission of the reform by realizing the smooth takeover of the residential communities of state-owned 
enterprises staff and providing professional and quality services for numerous state-owned enterprises’ staff households.  
 

 
Figure 47 Country Garden Historical Results. Source: TIKR 

 
As we will see below, the Three Supplies Segment has a very low gross margin compared to the rest of the segments (7.7%). 
 
As shown in the previous graph, the company has grown exponentially during the last years. If we look at the revenue segment, 
we can see PM services covers 55% of the revenues which is similar to the peer average. But we will come back to this later. 
 
The value-added segments, to property and non-property owners, englobes 11.1% and 8.8% of the revenues. They also have a 
revenues segment that peers do not have which is called City Services and cover 5.7% of the revenues.  
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Table 19 Country Garden Revenue per Business Line 

 
 

The company has very high margins, not only gross margin (34%) but also operating margin (23.27%). The main reason for this 
comes from the Community value-added services, with a 65% gross margin, whereas peers are lower than 50% in this segment.  
 
Also, the PM Services margins are very high (34.6%) compared to peers, usually at a 25% level. 
 

 
Figure 48 Community value-added services business lines 

 
The main reason for these high margins could be explained by the vertical growth the company is experiencing, removing their 
needs in third party value-added services and trying to create a service environment where they can directly provide the services 
that the customer is demanding. The scale of their business is huge. 
 
The company is very exposed to the parent, 72% of the properties managed are developed by CGH Group. This number has 
decreased compared to 2019 which was almost 76%. 
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Table 20 Country Garden exposure to developers 

 
 

Keynotes 
The company has a very ambitious growth plan: 

• CG Services acquired City-Media, a leading elevator advertising service provider in China. Following the acquisition, they 

integrated community marketing plans and accelerate the allocation of community media resources. Based on the 

development model of “service + ecology”, CG Services made full use of the “last 100-meter” location advantage in 

communities to connect to thousands of merchants, and build the “Phoenix Club” online platform for business operation 

and the exhibition and interaction of offline community pop-up stalls (社區生活驛站), which has developed into a 

complete service sales channel and improved the consumption experience in community group purchase, and through 

which the company provide property owners with affordable products and high-quality services. 

• The company fully upgraded the real estate brokerage service by introducing the new brand “Youwa (有瓦)” for property 

rental and sales business, building a professional team and expanding their presence in offline rental and sales stores. 

• The Group is committed to becoming a leading provider of integrated city governance public services in the PRC. Also 

made progress in the optimization and upgrading of city service products, long-term management of old communities, 

specialized operation of municipal sanitation and city big-property model verification.  

• The acquisition and integration of Manguo and Dongfei, both leading companies in the sanitation industry, will further 

strengthen the Group’s municipal sanitation expertise in the field of city services and expand its market share. 

As you can see, the company wants to diversify services covering the whole-cycle community life of property owners to meet 
their two major needs. For the needs for asset preservation and appreciation, the company will provide asset operation, 
community insurance and home decoration services, etc. For their daily life needs, CG Service wants to provide community media, 
local life, home services and community elderly care services, etc. A very ambitious outlook in our opinion. 
 

Their future: 
 

• The company is focused on digitalization and vertical acquisitions in their business model. 

• The  company will use AI algorithms to better understand the needs of property owners and will review online and offline 

service contacts and analyze the changes in the needs of property owners in terms of timing and space using the data 

collected, among other uses. The group also will continue to advance the market development of the Tianshi Cloud (天

石雲) platform, their digital property service brand, and promote the intelligent upgrading of property management. 

In summary, CG Services will continue to focus on the business portfolio strategy of “big property management” + “big community 
services”, diversifying their revenue sources. 
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Figure 49 Source diversification in the last 6 years 

 

• On 11 December 2020, the Company announced its intention to raise capital (6%) for an aggregate of 173,000,000 Shares 

at HKD45.00 per Share, raising HK$7.78B for M&A and organic growth. 

• On 22 March 2021, CG Services declared an agreement to acquired 71% of Sichuan Languang Services Group, for a total 

amount of HK$6B, paying a P/E multiple of x14.5. This is a very big transaction in the sector. 

CG Services is the biggest property service company in China. Their scalability provides them with many tools over peers. First of 
all, they highly depend on the parent company which is one of the most important real estate developers in China and allows 
them to grow more than peers in absolute values. This brings scalability moats and is reflected on their margins. As well, their 
vertical growth strategy could increase their moat over peers. For this reason, the company is currently trading at x68 P/E 
Multiples. With the rise of capital and M&A, the value-added of the company is tremendous. They are financing the raise of 
capital at P/E x50 multiples (E/P 2%), whereas they acquiring companies as Languang Services at a P/E Multiple of 14.5, which is 
almost acquiring a 7% yield company. 
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EVER SUNSHINE LIFESTYLE SERVICES GROUP LIMITED (HK: 1995) 

 
 

IPO on December 2018, at HK$2.08. The share price has increased it price a 900% since, currently trading over HK$18.60. Currently 
considered top12 in the sector ranking. The long-term service partner is CIFI Holdings Group, which is the owner of the 24.35%. 
In June 2020, Ever Sunshine become a subsidiary of CIFI Group.  
 
In 2020, the company has grown its revenues by 66.1% and it trades at a higher multiple than peers, P/E x64. The dividend yield 
is lower than 1% and its payout rate around 29%. 
 

 
Figure 50. Ever Sunshine Historical Results 

 
Their business covers a broad spectrum of properties, including residential properties and non-residential properties (such as 
office buildings, shopping malls, school campus, government-owned buildings, expressway stations, rail transit, and ferry 
terminals) and other quality tailormade services.  
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Table 21 Revenue Distribution 2020 

 
 

As well as other peers, Ever Sunshine mainstream of revenues is Property management services, being 56.4% of the total 
revenues, secondly Community value-added services (VAS) 25.3% and VAS to non-property owners 18.3%. 
 

Table 22 Revenue exposure to third-party developers 

 
 
The company is mostly present in the Eastern region, one of the richest regions. 
 

Table 23 Ever Sunshine GFA per Region 

 
Unlike the other peers, the company is highly exposed to third-party property developers which are impressive and reflects the 
low necessity of its parent company to grow. Although CIFI Group plays an important role, most of the GFA under management 
comes from Third-party developers. 
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If we dig a little bit deeper, we will find that the company has strategic partnerships and joint ventures with more than 20 different 
developers bringing more diversification than just depending on CIFI Group. 
 

Table 24 GFA exposure to third-party developers 

 
 
41.5% of the PM service revenue comes from non-residential properties even though it is only 29% of the GFA under 
management.  This demonstrates that non-residential properties have a premium price over residential properties per sq. m. 
over residentials.  

Table 25 Residential Properties exposure 

 
 

The Community value-added services which account for 25.3% of the revenues are divided into the following services: 
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Table 26 Business Lines of community value-added services 

 
 

The home-living services are the most important stream of revenue, it includes: house decoration, partial house renovation, 
turnkey furnishing etc.; mature community services such as on-site maintenance, housekeeping and cleaning, home 
management, secondary renovation, community group purchasing etc.; specialized services such as repair, maintenance and 
renovation of facilities and equipment for communities.  
 
During the year, the revenue from value-added services to non-property owners accounted for 18.3% of the total revenue. The 
services comprise sales assistance services that primarily include display units management services (the scope of services mainly 
covers security, cleaning, greening, reception etiquette, and other services for display units), additional tailored services, 
preliminary planning and design consultancy services, housing repair services, and pre-delivery inspection services. 
 

Table 27 Lines of business for value-added services to non-property owners 

 
 

In 2020, the gross profit margin of the Group was 31.4%, slightly lower than the sector whereas the operating margin for 2020 
was 19.17%, similar to the sector. 
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Table 28 Gross margin per revenue segment 

 
 

Important Events: 
• On 7 January 2021, the Group entered into a framework agreement to acquire 65% equity interests in Zhangtai Service 

Group Company Limited. The company paid ¥435M paying a P/E multiple of around x14. 

• Their strategy continues its diversification in their portfolio, bidding for more non-residential properties, such as 

hospitals, exhibition centers and industrial parks. 

• As well, the company has established Linjiu Zhihui Technology Company Limited, which further enhances the Company’s 

technological strengths. The company plans to invest further in the upgrade of their internal management system and 

optimize their internal ERP information system, OA office system, financial system, human resources system and 

contract management system. The company aims to build a big data information sharing platform, comprised of 

management tools such as CRM cloud, property management cloud, bill management cloud and parking cloud, to enable 

the interconnection of information among property owners, employees, and business partners. This could lead to higher 

margins in the future, optimizing their services and resources. 
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CENTRAL CHINA NEW LIFE LIMITED (HK: 9983) 

 
The Group provided traditional property management services such as security, cleaning and greening services since 1994, and 
over the years, has expanded its service offerings to include value-added services aimed at elevating the living quality of the 
residents in the properties they manage. 
 

 
Figure 51 Central China New Life historical revenues 

 
The company manages a diversified portfolio of properties, including residential properties, shopping malls, cultural tourism 
complexes, commercial apartments, office buildings, schools, hospitals, city services, factories and properties of governmental 
agencies. 
 
In our opinion, Central China New Life is special over other peers. First of all, it mostly operates only in Henan province in contrast 
with other peers that are present in many regions. Henan is not a tier 1 province, but we can include it as a tier 2.  
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Figure 52 Map of Henan. Source: HIV/AIDS in Henan Province report 

 
Another important aspect is their partnership with CCRE Group which is its sister rather than the parent company. Their 
partnership provides CCNL with most of their GFA.  
 

Table 29 Revenue per segment 

 
 

A second keynote to highlight is revenue diversification. The pure project management services revenues are only 32.5% whereas 
the average peer is around 56.3%. In our opinion, this diversification reflects a different revenues mix compared to other peers. 
They give special priority to the value-added revenue which is 50% of the total (¥1.3M). 
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Table 30 Business lines inside “Property management and value-added services” 

 
 

As part of their value-added services, the company also provide personalized services and intelligent community solutions to VIPs 
of the Central China Consumers Club, who are an exclusive group of high-net-worth customers. 
 
Community value-added services mainly include decoration management and inspection, public area management, turnkey and 
move-in furnishing services, intelligent community solutions and the services of the Central China Consumers Club. 
 
The company is not very dependable on the sister CCRE Group, their partnership only accounts for 54.9% which is low compared 
to peers. 
 

Table 31 Third-party developer exposure 

 
 

Lifestyle services include products and services the company offers on their Jianye+ (建業+) platform, travel services, and 

management services they provide in Cuisine Henan Foodcourts (建業大食堂). The Jianye+ (建業+) platform is an O2O one-stop 

service platform that integrates internal and external, online and offline resources to provide their customers with more 
convenient and more affordable goods and services. This segment is still very low (13.8% of revenues) but with a lot of growth 
potential. 
 

Table 32 Lines of Business for Lifestyle services revenue 
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If we go through the margins, CCNL is in the average of the sector. How is this possible if the company is more exposed to value-
added services than its peers? Mainly due to the low margins on the Project Management Services, 17.4% gross margin. The main 
reason can come from the quality of the assets managed vs peers. Since they mostly operate in Henan or surrounding provinces, 
their possibilities to find high-quality assets may be more difficult. 

 
Table 33 Gross Profit per business line 

 
 

 

Keynotes 
• On 25 September 2020, the Group acquired 51% equity interest in Jiyuan Zhongbang at a cash consideration of ¥16.98 

million. Jiyuan Zhongbang is a waste disposal company located in Jiyuan City, Henan Province, the PRC 

• By the end of 2020, the Group acquired 51% equity interest in Taihua Jinye at a cash consideration of ¥100.00 million. 
Taihua Jinye is a property management company located in Hengshui City, Hebei Province, the PRC. 

• October to November 2020, one of the directors acquired more than HK$3M in shares controlling 3.62% of the 
company. As well, in November 2020 the main shareholder Enjoy Start Limited (owns 68.12% of the shares) bought 
almost HK$5M in shares. 
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Required Disclosures 
 

New Vila Equity Research does not represent an investment service in the terms provided in Article Royal Decree-Law 14/2018, 
of September 28, Royal Decree 1464/2018, of December 21, as it is a personal opinion from the author on the subject Stock 
analysis of a generic nature and not personalized to the client's circumstances. 
 
New Vila Equity Research does not offer any investment service or investment auxiliary service in the terms that are included in 
Spanish laws and especially since it does not fall into the case provided for in article 5.1 letter “g” of Royal Decree 217/2008, it 
does not require authorization and any registration with the National Securities Market Commission since this service is outside 
the powers of said institution. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


